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What is the session about? This month we will be exploring the Ekklesia. 

Why is it important? Citizen’s need to understand our purpose in this age? 

What are the learning outcomes? What is the ekklesia? Why it’s different from the 

Church? How we should function? 

What level of response (spectating, participation, collaboration, strategic) is 

required?  Spectating and some participation. 

What if I have questions? If you have any questions please log them in the public 

chat. There will be time for a Q&A at the end of the session. 

 

Session outline 
 
 



https://www.youtube.com/restorecitizenship 



God the nation builder 

A timeline of how God “Calls Out” people  
to colabour with him in his nation building programme. 
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Changes in the way we see ourselves within the world. 



Where do we go?  
How do we meet?  
What do we do? 

Denominations / Church Kingdom / Ekklesia 

How do I/we manifest our 
King’s sovereignty and 
divinity? 



Traditions  
of men 

(Church history) 

Commandments  
of God 

(Kingdom age) 

Mark 7:1-13 
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The Hebrew and Greek word for assembly mean the same thing. 

 

● to leave their tents/habitation. 

● to summon, assemble or congregate as freed citizens. 

● to listen and determine 

● to act on behalf of God and the state. 

 

 

 

The Hebrew and Greek way of assembling 



The Ekklesia Parliament (A model for assembling)  
Monarchy: King is the head – Mandate: Isaiah 9:6-7, Matthew 16:18 



As part of the Lord’s nation building programme, 
 men are commissioned to build regional 

theocratic governments assembled by  
freed citizens whose sole duty is to  

legislate his divinity and sovereignty. 
 

Frederick Tobun 
 
 



ALERT: TIME TO TAKE OF YOUR GLASSES 
DOCTRINE | DENOMINATIONALISM | MINISTRIES | OFFICES  



Understanding the structure of society. 
Societies throughout history have arisen through the following 
developmental pathways.  

Patriarchal source  



Understanding the purpose of authority in society. 



Understanding the purpose of hierarchy in society. 

Authority 
Strategy, power and influence 

 
Governments 
Monarch, legislature & judiciary 

 
Organisation 
Institutions 



Understanding the purpose of the office in society. 



Understanding the kingdoms authority power structure. 
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Understanding the kingdoms theocratic governance 
structure. 
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Understanding the kingdoms organisational structure. 
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Understanding the kingdom society. 

Authority 
Strategy, power and 
influence 

 
Governments 
Lawgiver, legislature & 
judiciary 

 
Organisation 
Institutions 
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Governments 

Monarch, fivefold & eldership 

 
Organisation 

Elders, Citizens and 
institutions 



The Ekklesia Parliament (A model for assembling)  
Monarchy: King is the head – Mandate: Isaiah 9:6-7, Matthew 16:18 



Titles, ranks or 
functions, Why is it 
important? 
 
Questions... 



Session information 

Duplicate as many slides as you need for the teaching. 
 



Stay connected 



Stay connected 


